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well documented challenges of operating in toughening
economic and market conditions with a low oil price, major
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oil companies are simply responding to market forces. It’s
unfortunate that the workforce behind our industry is the
casualty, but steps to streamline operations will ensure that
companies will remain competitive, robust and operational.

03 / Oil and at what cost to us?

Some things are better explained through art than article.
Bob Rich is able to also show the ‘human impact factor’ of
the oil price crash by way of his cartoon, “Help!, I’ve fallen
and I can’t get up.”

There is evidence to suggests that some oil companies
are now reducing production because they’re simply not
making any profit. A recent survey carried out also shows
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04 - 06 / Call of Duty: Byford Dolphin SPS

Harland and Wolff was awarded the contract for the dry
docking and renewal / (SPS) Special Periodic Survey of
the Byford Dolphin Semi-submersible rig by Aberdeen
based Dolphin Drilling.

from a record high of 1,609 in October 2014 to 1,140 in
February/March 2015.
Vulnerable: There are no winners in the current economic
and tax climate. Some oil companies are paying 80%, the

07 / Crown Block Monitoring System

Monitor Systems were asked by Diamond Offshore
Drilling to design, build and install a crown block proximity
monitoring / alarm system with drillers control panel on
board the Ocean Patriot Semi-submersible rig.
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08 / Drillship BOP Monitoring System

On behalf of Northern Offshore Ltd, Monitor Systems
were asked to modify the existing BOP Control System
for the Energy Searcher DrillShip in Nigeria, West Africa,
in order to meet the requirements of API 16D.

Above: Bob Rich illustrates ‘the epic crash in oil continues with

highest tax rate on fields in the North Sea whilst 30% in

crude down over - 40% since June.’

other industries is standard. Stats indicate that we now
have a situation where one third of U.K. offshore fields are

Some things are better explained through art than article.

in negative cash flow, that means approaching 100 fields

Bob Rich is able to also show the ‘human impact factor’ of

are vulnerable to closure.

the oil price crash by way of his cartoon, “Help!, I’ve fallen
and I can’t get up”. After falling from a peak in June 2014

Over Supply: Stats from 2014 show us that more than

of $107 to $44 per barrel in January 2015, the price of oil

90 million barrels of oil and liquid fuels were consumed

has never fully recovered, .... is it going to?

per day worldwide, and remember there are 159 litres of
oil in a 1 barrel, ... that’s a lot of oil. It’s estimated that the

09 / Mud Pump Control Console

Three mud pumps operate on the Transocean Amirante,
and the new console had to incorporate the control of all
three pumps in one stainless steel wall mounted enclosure.
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10 / ATEX Compliant Monitoring Systems

Crash: I’m sure we all remember the oil price crash of July

U.S. have completed 20,000 new shale wells over the last

2008 when the price of oil fell from about $145 to just $30

4 years, more than ten times Saudi Arabia’s stats; it has

a barrel in only 6 months, however the current oil price

boosted America’s oil production by a third. The contest

crash doesn’t look the same. Most oil price crashes in the

between the shalemen and the sheikhs has tipped the

past were stimulated or triggered with either a low demand

world on its head, from a shortage to a surplus.

for oil or an increase in oil supply; the current price crash

Monitor Systems only offer products which meet the
requirements of ATEX Directive.

Custom Design Engineering: A wealth of experience

in the custom design and manufacture of drilling rig,
instrumentation and monitoring systems.

11 / Long term supply for major

seems to suffer from both at the same time. Oil production

Tactics: Saudi Arabia seem to be pushing a competitive

in the U.S. and in other areas has been increasing, but

tactic; let the price fall and put high cost producers out of

at the same time demand for oil seems to be shadowing

business. If successful, that will certainly slow down supply

the economic downturn in China and weak economies in

and increase demand, causing prices to rise in their benefit

Europe and Japan.

and with their low extraction cost per barrel, you have to
sit up and take note. Its estimated reserves of 266 billion

09

manufacturing companies

Regional product exclusivity for Monitor Systems means
the distribution of high quality and technically complex
products that require a high level of in-house engineering
knowledge and proven industry expertise.

Winners and Losers: With the price of the barrel about

barrels, ability to pump as many as 12.5 million barrels a

($50), we can expect the price of petrol, diesel and other

day, and, most important, its low cost of extracting crude

fuels to drop gradually. Cheaper oil at the pump could act

makes Saudi Arabia a formidable supplier.

like a shot of adrenalin to global and U.K. growth, the 50%

12 / In The Community

> Broomhill (P4) receive local Sponsorship
> Our City’s Nature Reserve

13 / Our Magazine / Careers

reduction in the price of oil could be dramatic if it holds for

What Next?: Will Opec, (which holds 60% of the world’s

some time. Stats suggest that it could shift £millions from

reserves and 30% of supplies), cut its own production to

producers to consumers. You and I, who might have spent

try to lift prices? or will they allow a further slide from the

on average £1,200 in 2014 at the pumps, might be £400 a

current price of $50s barrel a day in the hope of making it

year better off, equivalent to a small pay rise.

impossible for other oil companies to make a profit from
their wells, and so ...‘drilling’... them out of business?

We publish our e-magazine every quarter to a growing
readership of clients, prospects and industry professionals.
You can read past issues of our RIG ‘UP’ magazine on our
website in both pdf and interactive form.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com

that the number of rigs actively drilling for oil fell by 29%,
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Downturn: Oil companies have announced huge spending
cuts and layoffs across the world in the thousands, a trend

‘Control oil and you control nations: control food and you

of lost careers and lost livelihoods is taking traction and

control the people’ ... Henry Kissinger.

affecting many people that work in Aberdeen. Given the

(continued next issue).
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Call of Duty: Byford Dolphin SPS
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(SPS) Special Periodic Survey
Scope of Supply:

Helping our customers with Special Periodic Survey support on-time and within-budget

Design, Manufacture, FAT, Installation and Commissioning.

1: Emergency Ballast Panel
2: Fire Damper Monitoring System
3: Water Tight Door System
4: Anchor Winch Emergency Release
5: Tool Pushers Emergency Control Console
Anchor Winch Emergency Release: The scope of work
included four new Pusnes Winch Exd Enclosures and
control panels, one Zone 1 pilot house Control Panel,
four Zone 1 Bratvaag Winch Control Panels and four
Zone 2 Battery Enclosures. All design and assembly was
undertaken in-house, supplied to the Dolphin Byford with
full engineering support documentation including FAT, Atex
document, commissioning procedures and work pack.

> Anchor Winch Emergency Release Exd Control Enclosure

> Design of Toolpushers Emergency Control Centre

Harland and Wolff was awarded the contract for the dry

The Byford Dolphin is a semi-submersible rig known very

The Byford Dolphin SPS scope of work included system

docking and renewal (SPS) Special Periodic Survey of

well to Monitor Systems. Prior to the current SPS scope

design, manufacture, installation and commissioning.

the Byford Dolphin Semi-submersible rig by Aberdeen

of work, Monitor Systems carried out various design and

based Dolphin Drilling.

installation projects on the rig.

Last in Belfast during 2004/2005, the Aker-H3 design

Bespoke systems designed and delivered over the years

semi-submersible drilling rig will have several major
modifications and upgrades. The project will also include

> Fire Damper Monitoring Panels / Zone 2 Compliant

Fire Damper Monitoring: Two Zone 3 I/O panels were
Toolpushers Emergency Control Centre: A new console

designed, manufactured, tested and installed on the rig,

was designed, manufactured, assembled and installed

monitoring up to 24 additional fire dampers per panel. A

in the Toolpushers office. The console incorporated Heli-

fourth allowance for I/O was built into the new Process

include Anchor Winch Monitoring, Bulk Tank Monitoring,

Deck Monitoring, Rig CCTV, Watertight Door Monitoring,

Enclosure. An allowance was made for 32 inputs, 16

Draft Level Monitoring, Emergency Ballast, Helideck &

Fire Damper Monitoring, Tank Gauging and Fire and Gas

Fire Dampers. The SCADA Software on the Toolpushers,

numerous renewal and maintenance scopes of work such

Environmental Monitoring, Leak Detection and Fire Damper

Monitoring. The new control console allows for operation

Control Room and Pilot HMI’s were upgraded to include

as repairs, system renewals and refurbishments.

Monitoring.

and visualisation from one central point on the rig.

the additional dampers being monitored. (continued on page 6)

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Crown Block Monitoring System

Call of Duty: Byford Dolphin SPS

Monitoring and Alarm System for the Ocean Patriot

Emergency Ballast Control Panel: The new Emergency

Water Tight Door Monitoring: A replacement panel and

Ballast Control System was given its own ET200S I/O

system was designed, engineered, manufactured, tested

rack, making the ESD segregation simpler; simplifying any

and installed in the same location as the existing panel. A

future maintenance and fault finding. The new panel and

Siemens PLC along with I/O Rack was utilised to control

system was designed, engineered, manufactured, tested

the watertight doors. A new UPS was provided giving a

and installed on the Byford Dolphin. A shared I/O enclosure

minimum autonomy of 30 minutes.

Monitor Systems were asked by Diamond Offshore Drilling to design, build and install a crown
block proximity monitoring / alarm system with drillers alarm panel on board the Ocean Patriot
Semi-submersible rig berthed in Hartlepool, North East England.

was used, housing the Watertight Door and Fire Damper
monitoring I/O in the SCR Room.

“The project had enough scope for Monitor
Systems

to

demonstrate

its

combined

design, engineering, project management,
manufacturing and installation capabilities.
We are pleased to build on our longterm
relationship with Dolphin Drilling following
the work undertaken for the Borgsten Dolphin
last year and we are delighted to be part of
the Special Periodic Survey that will deliver
the Byford Dolphin back into service in the
coming months.”

commented: Brian Sinclair, M.D.

> Looking down towards the travelling block from the Ocean Patriot’s Crown Block

> Process Enclosure

The crown block (the top stationary section of the block

built with an audible and visual alarm, showing red, amber

and tackle rig derrick) that contains a set of pulleys

and yellow lights respectively.

through which the drill line (wire rope) is threaded, requires
constant monitoring so that the length of ‘vertical operating

Due to the hazardous area in which the monitoring system

travel’ whilst drilling is safely controlled.

would function, it was a prerequisite that the system design
and manufacture was compliant with Zone 2 legislation.

Monitor Systems build a monitoring and alarm system
allowing the operator to see any unsafe levels of vertical

Darren Anderson, Technical Manager at Monitor Systems

movement of the travelling block. An indication panel was

commented, ... “Repair, upgrade and bespoke design

designed, manufactured and installed in the drillers cabin

of instrumentation and monitoring systems is our core

for clear observation and control.

strength and we are delighted to work again on systems for
the Ocean Patriot. We have recently completed on a talk

Sensors were mounted in three locations on the rig derrick,

back digital intercom system, enabling the Ocean Patriot

5ft, 10ft and 20ft from the crown block. The system was

to retain a high level of open channel communications.”

> The Byford Dolphin in Belfast for its SPS

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Drillship BOP Monitoring System

Drill Floor Panel, Toolpushers Panel and Process Enclosure
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Mud Pump Control Console

New Alarm and Control System for Transocean Amirante

On behalf of Northern Offshore Ltd, Monitor Systems were asked to modify the existing BOP
Control System for the Energy Searcher DrillShip in Nigeria, West Africa, in order to meet the
requirements of API 16D.

> Stainless Steel Zone 2 Compliant Mud Pump Console / Exterior Facia and Interior Electronics
> Drill Floor Panel - Zone 2 Compliant / 2. Toolpushers Panel - Safe Zone / 3. Process Enclosure - Zone 2 Compliant

Monitor Systems were asked to design, manufacture,

Our custom design and engineering service means that we
are able to build control, monitoring and instrumentation

The BOP Monitoring System was made up of two

Toolpushers Panel: The Toolpusher’s Control Panel was

install, test and commission a new Zone 2 Certified

indication panels and one processing enclosure. One of

designed for its non-hazardous area office environment.

mud pump console for the Amirante Semi-submersible.

systems to unique and compliant requirements.

The push button Siemens HMI panel on the Toolpushers

Three mud pumps operate on the Transocean Amirante,

“We have significant experience in understanding our

panel observes pump running, pump loss of power and

and the new console had to incorporate the control of all

customers’ needs and objectives, as well as mobilising the

accumulator low manifold pressure, with an alarm activated

three pumps in one stainless steel wall mounted enclosure.

necessary resources required to deliver projects both on

the indication panels was for the Toolpushers office and
the second for the Drill Floor. The processing enclosure
was located inside the Accumulator room.
The Monitoring System was manufactured in-house at our

when pressure drops below 700psi.

time and on budget around the world.” commented Brian

Aberdeen facility with the highest quality grade structural

The accurate and safe control of the mud pump on any

materials, components, ruggedised industrial electronics

Processing Enclosure: Like the Driller’s Control Panel,

drilling rig is of huge importance to the operator.

and highly secure software/firmware that provide reliable

the Process Enclosure was also designed for its hazardous

drilling rig mud pump is the main device on the rig designed

and robust performance.

(Zone 2 Compliant) environment within the Accumulator

to circulate drilling fluid under high pressure (< 7,500 psi)

room.

down the drill string and back up the annulus.

Allan McGillivray, General Manager at Monitor Systems

Mud pumps are considered vital to the operation of the

commented, “Designing, Manufacturing and Testing

drilling rig. If the mud pumps fail it affects production

Drill Floor Panel: The Driller’s Control Panel was designed

instrumentation and monitoring systems that are hazardous

and can be very costly to repair due to the downtime in

for its hazardous Zone 2 Compliant drill floor environment.

area compliant is a specialist area of business for Monitor

production.

The push button Siemens HMI observed pump running,

Systems. We have estimated that we have produced

pump loss of power and features a (DC) power supply

more than 70 compliant systems currently working on rigs,

Monitor Systems have an experienced team of in-house

failure alarm. An analogue gauge was also built into the

platforms and drillships throughout the world. Our years of

engineers that are knowledged specifically in the design,

panel, vital for monitoring the surface pilot pressure of the

proven experience in this field means that our engineers

manufacture, FAT and installation of Zone 2 Atex compliant

BOP.

are well rehearsed in hazardous area legislation.”

control panels, enclosures and instrumentation.

Sinclair, Managing Director at Monitor Systems.

The

The finished system underwent a full FAT making sure that
it was fully operational on delivery to Northern Offshore.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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> Transocean Amirante Semi-submersible, DNV / Aker H-3 Modified
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ATEX Compliant Monitoring Systems

Long term supply for major manufacturing companies

Certified Anti Collision System & Umbilical Reeler Load Monitoring System

Reducing costs and raising efficiency through exclusive product distribution

> 1. Drill Floor Enclosure Facia with Seimens KP8 LED Display / 8 Way

> 1. EExd Enclosure / Umbilical Load Monitoring / 2. Tension Display Units

I.S Sounder / 2. Enclosure Interior, Zone 2 Certified

3. Loadcell Amplifier Enclosure / 4. Audible Klaxon

ATEX Product Certification: This involves a detailed process of examination, testing and assessment of equipment intended
for use in potentially hazardous areas, with the end result being the issue of an ATEX certificate and report, confirming and
demonstrating that the product is safe to use (within certain parameters) within potentially explosive atmospheres.
Referencing the appropriate legislative and regulatory standards, Monitor Systems only offer products which meet the requirements
of ATEX Directive Equipment and Protective Systems intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres.

Custom Design Engineering

Monitor Systems have a wealth of
experience in the custom design and
manufacture of drilling rig, vessel
instrumentation and monitoring
systems.

Regional product exclusivity for Monitor Systems

Sea and Europe, means that product distribution is quicker,

means the distribution of high quality and technically

more efficient and less costly.

complex products that require a high level of in-house
engineering knowledge and proven industry expertise.

“We are proud to be in partnership with a select group of
product manufacturers, industry leaders and professionals,

On a routine basis, engineers at Monitor Systems are given

offering full sales, service and technical support on a

specialised training to be able to offer current and new

local, national and global level.” commented Chris Yates,

technical products, as is the case, for instance, with reverse

Business Development Executive.

osmosis watermaker and wire-rope anchor windlass
monitoring systems. Also, when purchasing specialist

Monitor Systems have recently been awarded a regional

With almost two decades experience,

gauges, instrumentation or electronics, customers deserve

product distributorship by HDI Instruments LLC based in

Monitor Systems has built a reputation

a knowledged aftersales services, including a repair and

Houston, USA. Through knowledge of their products and

for providing high quality customised and

maintenance service.

industry, Monitor Systems are delighted to add custom built

regular solutions for safe and hazardous

gauges, instruments and choke & kill panels to its portfolio.

working areas. This custom design and

Monitor Systems continually review the knowledge

engineering capability is particularly well

and training of its engineers and staff to ensure that its

Will

suited to rig SPS work, where a thorough

customers can confidently contact us on any subject within

commented, “The instrumentation design and engineering

understanding of how rig instrumentation

the scope of our supply.

knowledge of Monitor Systems made them an ideal partner,

and monitoring systems communicate and
integrate into the bigger picture.

Condon,

Project

Manager

(HDI

Instruments)

not only for product distribution but for their engineering
Monitor Systems hold exclusive ‘regional’ distributorships

insight and capabilities in monitoring and instrumentation

for many product manufacturers. Our proximity to the North

system design and manufacture.”

Monitor Systems can manage the efficiency
of the bigger picture by combining various
rig monitoring systems into one custom
built Vessel Management System (VMS)
Control Centre, saving time and expense.
www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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In the Community			

Broomhill (P4) receive local Sponsorship
Supporting football at grass roots

Monitor Systems have sponsored Broomhill School (P4) football team. The current plan is to sponsor the team in 2015 and 2016,
featuring the brand of the company. ”MSSL get involved in community support when ever they can, and we are delighted to
support this local football team at grass roots.” commented Brian Sinclair, Managing Director.

Support

Monitor Systems e-Magazine

#RIG´up´

/ Issue 5 / March / 2015

Our RIG ‘UP’ e-magazine was created and
published for the first time in December
2013. We publish our e-magazine every
quarter to a growing readership of clients,
prospects and industry professionals.
Starting with under 200 subscribers for the
first issue, we now publish our content to a
sizeable ‘Group’ of nearly 3000. If you’ve
been forwarded our e-magazine from a
colleague and not yet subscribed, you can
sign-up at the page below:
www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
RIG ‘UP’ Past Issues: You can read past
issues of our RIG ‘UP’ magazine on our
website in both pdf and interactive form.

Careers at Monitor Systems / UK / Singapore

> Cammy Smith of Aberdeen Football Club presents new football strip sponsored by Monitor Systems

Our City’s Nature Reserve

Monitor Systems and Studio 1 VC Ltd have come together

Monitor Systems are always looking for skilled, experience
engineers and motivated staff to join our hard working team.
Monitor Systems recognises the importance of our staff to its
ongoing success. We are proud of our employees and support
them with continuous learning and development to enable the
company to continue to progress and meet the needs of our
clients.

to provide valuable support to Allan Davidson (Treasurer)

Walker Dam in the spotight

of Craigiebuckler & Seafield Community Council and new
community group ‘Friends of Walker Dam.’
Support and ongoing support in the shape of ‘branding /
photography, web site development and hosting’ means

Monitor Systems employ a diverse range of people; both
onshore and offshore, workshop and office based. If you feel
you have the skills and experience to help Monitor Systems in
our ongoing growth and development please e-mail your CV
to: www.monitor-systems-engineering.com/careers.html

Wanted: Lead Project Engineer (Control Systems and
Electrical Instrumentation)
Working both on and offshore, you will be a key player in
Monitor System’s expanding project team. The scope of
work requires sound electrical instrumentation systems
experience and includes project design, instrument drawings,
documentation, installation supervision and commissioning.
You will be the key interface between the company and client
and will require the ability to manage a number of projects and
provide supervision to other engineers.
The position is based in our Aberdeen HQ, ... interested?
please send your CV or call 01224 621 073.

that ‘Friends of Walker Dam’ will have an online platform
and presence in which to engage the public, local
organisations and raise general awareness of its existence.

Join
Our
Team

Allan commented, “To protect and enhance the Walker
Dam wildlife environment for the benefit of Aberdeen is our
main objective, it’s a wonderful nature spot in the heart of
our City that everyone can enjoy. Some projects we may
aspire to in the future include improvement of the existing
paths, wheelchair access to view the dam, notice boards
for information on the dam and wildlife etc. We will also be
looking to promote the educational aspects of the dam to

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com

> Changing my career was never going to be easy, but I was not getting the opportunities with my last employer, .... now I can advance my career.

local schools and colleges.”

> Walker Dam adjacent to Springfield Road in Aberdeen
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